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Foreword

Pakistan, though officially declaring itself as the Islamic Republic of

Pakistan, houses within its territory people of many other religions as its

citizens. The majority population of Pakistan is widely known to be that

of the Sunni sect of Islam. The U.S. State Department’s International

Religious Freedom Report of 2002 estimated that of the entire population

of Pakistan, the percentage of the Shias (the other major Islamic sect)

was between 15-20% only. 900,000 among them belonged to the Ismaili

sub-sect - Aga Khanis.

The report also listed the number of Christians at 2.09 million and

Ahmadia-Muslims at 286,000. It mentions the number of Hindus as of

2002 as 1.03 million and Parsis, Buddhists and Sikhs as 20,000 each.

However, since then it is reported that the percentage of the minorities in

Pakistan is slowly but surely on the decline.

There was a sudden influx of large numbers of Hindu minority from

Pakistan into India as refugees recently. They brought with them horrible

tales of brutal oppression of the minorities at the hands of the

Fundamentalist Islamic groups in Pakistan. They also highlighted the

utterly callous and unresponsive attitude of the Pakistan Government, if

not downright complicity of some of its agencies in these acts.





The issue of the plight of the minority community in Pakistan – most

of whom are Hindus and Sikhs – was taken up for discussion in the

Rajya Sabha (Upper House) of the Indian Parliament. Shri Balbir

Punj (BJP) led the discussion on the issue and raised important

questions regarding India’s responsibility and the bearing on

Indo-Pak relations of these developments.

This publication focuses on the human rights violations faced by a

large portion of these minority communities, especially with relation

to the Hindus and the Sikhs, and especially with regard to the influx

of these peoples from Pakistan into India. The issue of normalization

of relations between Pakistan and India and how this may, or may not

be at odds with the many human rights violations against minorities

which seem to be prevalent in Pakistan was taken up in the

Parliament of India.

 

This document reproduces the entire discussion in the Rajya Sabha

on the issue. However, appropriate editing was done in many places,

in order to bring it to publishable format.

 

This Parliamentary debate underscores the responsibility of the

Government of India to take strong measures to voice its concern

against the atrocities on minorities in Pakistan. It also calls for the

need to formulate policies to address the issue of the Pakistani

Hindu refugees into India to ensure their peaceful survival here.

- Publishers



SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION ON NORMALISATION OF

RELATIONS WITH PAKISTAN AND ISSUES RELATING TO

HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS OF MINORITES IN PAKISTAN

Shri Balbir Punj (Odisha) : Respected Deputy Chairman Sir, I am grateful to you

and to this House for accepting this discussion and for giving me this opportunity to

speak in this important discussion.

(Vice Chairman Dr. E.M. Sudarshan Nachiyappan in the Chair)

Our country got Independence in 1947 and it was divided into two parts, one became

Pakistan and the other India. This partition was done on the basis of religion, because

Pakistan was created on the premise that Muslims wanted a separate nation.

However, when the partition took place there were many Hindus in Pakistan and a

large number of Muslims lived in India. Pakistan declared itself as an Islamic nation.

India could have also declared itself as a Hindu nation, but we did not do that. We

could not have done that since it would have been against India’s eternal and time

immemorial culture. We have never ruled on the basis of religion. Our Rajas and

Maharajas (rulers) had their own religion. If you leave aside Muslim rulers who

came from the outside and Samrat (King) Ashoka who later converted to Buddhism,

no ruler used resources of state or the coercive power of state for the enhancement

of his religion.

We adopted a secular Constitution and we are proud of the fact that for the last 65

years we are moving ahead with a democratic and secular Constitution and this

system is running very well in our country. Some people say that we inherited this

from the Britishers, because the Indian Constitution is based on the Government of

India Act of 1935.
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If we have inherited democracy and secularism from the British, then why didn’t

Pakistan receive it? If India is secular, if India is democratic, it is not because the

Constitution here is democratic. Constitution here is democratic because the eternal

culture here accepts the right to dissidence. We are here to discuss the condition

of minorities in Pakistan who are basically Hindus, Sikhs and a few Christians.

Before 1947, Hindus and Sikhs had a share of 15 percent in the population in the

part which is today called as Pakistan. However, according to the 1951 Census,

this share was reduced to 11-12 percent. Similarly, in the part called Bangladesh,

they had a share of up to 30 percent which has been reduced to 9 percent.

Shri Balbir Punj (continued) : This means that 3 percent of the population migrated

to India. The population of 11-12 percent of Hindus and Sikhs has been reduced to

1.4 or 1.5 percent. Population of Pakistan at this time was 18 crore. If this percentage

would have remained the same and if 10 percent of population comprised of Hindus

and Sikhs then, the number of Hindus and Sikhs would have been one crore eighty

lakhs because 10 percent of 18 crores is one crore eighty lakhs. But what is

the condition now? Today, population of Hindus and Sikhs in Pakistan is a total of

approximately 30 lakhs. So where are those one crore 50 lakhs of Hindus

and Sikhs?

No one has an answer to this question.

However, this question seems to have only one answer – that those Hindus and

Sikhs in small numbers were battered, insulted and were forced to take refuge in

India. Apart from this a large percentage of the remaining Hindus and Sikhs who

have been in Pakistan are not there today. They were forcibly converted into Islam.

The National Human Rights Commission in Pakistan made an official report which

we all must read. The report clearly mentions that every month about 25 to 30

cases are registered in the government records of the kidnap of Hindu girls, aged

15-17. This is, I repeat mentioned in Pakistan’s National Human Rights

Commission report.

These girls are then made to convert into Islam and forcefully wedded. If such a
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girl’s mother, father, brother or sister, approach the Court, hundreds and sometimes

thousands of people gather outside, shouting slogans of “Allah-o-Akbar” and fire

their guns as Court proceedings take place inside. Even the judges are afraid of

this. We must remember that recently, a Governor in Pakistan was shot by his

bodyguard and the judge who sentenced this criminal had to take refuge in Dubai,

fearing fatal consequences.

Vice Chairman Sir, it is very sad that while on the one hand, we are worried about

the human rights of our Tamil brothers in Sri Lanka, about the human rights of

people in Tibet, and of the human rights of Palestinians. However, on the other

hand, for some reason, this House and the Parliament saves itself from discussing

the human rights of Hindus in Pakistan. Shri Avinash Khanna, Shri Tarun Vijay and

I constantly take keen interest and have tried to raise this issue in the House. Today,

we have got the permission to do so with much difficulty.

Mohammed Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan in his well known speech on 11

August, 1947 said that no one would be discriminated on the basis of religion in

Pakistan. During that time a large number of Hindus and Sikhs wanted to come

back when the Congress leaders assured them that they don’t need to come, saying

their religion would give them freedom to earn their bread in a dignified manner. A

fitting example of this is father of our ex-Prime Minister Shri Indra Kumar Gujral who

on this same assurance lived in Pakistan till 1948. His signature is even there on

Pakistan’s Constitution. He was a member of the Constituent Assembly.

He lived there on this assurance. Respected Shri Lal Krishna Advani ji came here

as a refugee and became the Deputy Prime Minister. He is a senior leader of BJP

and of our country. Dr. Manmohan Singh had come from there and today he is the

Prime Minister of India. The people who came from there settled well, but we do not

seem to bother about those who stayed back believing our leaders. There cannot

be a bigger betrayal than this.

There were more than 50 Gurudwaras and temples of historical importance in Lahore

but, today only one Gurudwara is safe there. I was a guest of Mr. Sujat Hussain in

Pakistan. I stayed there for a week. As a host, when he had asked what he could do
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for me, I asked him to take me to a temple there. He could not take me to any

temple for 7 days. When it was my time to return I had asked again on the 7th day,

when his driver hesitatingly said that, Sir there was one temple but that was also

demolished in 2007 because a shopping mall had to come up there. There is no

burial ground there…(interruption)

Vice-Chairman Sir, it is right that Pakistan is another country and we cannot interfere

much in their affairs, but we can do two things. Firstly, the Foreign Minister should

assure us that the refugees coming from Pakistan i.e., the Hindus should be given

visas without any difficulty. The ashen remains (asthi) of Hindus who have lived in

Pakistan during the last 20 or 30 years are waiting to be immersed in the Ganga. It

is the wish of every Hindu that his/her ashes be immersed in the sacred river, but

their families have not been given a visa for the past many decades in order for

these things to be carried out. Our Foreign Minister has to assure us that he would

at least provide visas more easily for the Hindus for many purposes including ones

like the ones I have just mentioned, and that they would not have to run around the

High Commission there or bribe them in order to push paperwork. Secondly, The

Hindus who want to seek asylum here in India should be provided citizenship

immediately. We are indebted to do so; this is our duty and if the Foreign Minister

could clarify this, then I will accept that this discussion was meaningful. Thank you.

Shri Hussain Dalwai (Maharashtra) : Vice-Chairman Sir, I am very grateful for

getting the opportunity to speak on a very serious issue. Today, whatever is

happening in Pakistan is serious and against the principles of humanity. Pakistan

seems to have forgotten the Nehru-Liyakat Agreement and the Shimla Agreement.

It is a good thing that the Chairman and General Secretary of Human Rights

Commission there have given a statement on the condition in Pakistan. Debates

regarding this are being held in our country as well as in America, which has put

pressure on the Pakistan administration. The situation today is that, the women

there are not secure; girls are made to convert forcibly. Therefore many Hindus and

other non-Muslim families seem to migrate to India.

According to a report, people living in the refugee camps are also in a bad condition,
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but our government is not paying proper attention to them. This needs to be taken

into consideration. There had been discussion on this very issue a few times before,

both Houses of Parliament. The Minister has time and again only said that “Pakistan

will provide full protection and will totally help them”, but have we kept a

check on this?

The Commissioner of Pakistan here should be called and should be told of what is

happening. This is not a question only of Hindus or Muslims, this is question of

humanity as a whole. This is something to be ashamed of. The Government should

raise this as an issue and let us know what they intend to do about it.

The Taliban there tortures not only the Hindus, but also the Muslims if there is even

a slight digression from their ‘norms’. A Judge there who had disagreed with the

Blasphemy Law was met with fatal consequences. Even other intellectuals who

said that Blasphemy law is completely unjustified and that there should be changes

in it were also killed. Thus, remaining silent on many of these issues, I think, is

wrong on our, especially since Pakistan is our neighbor. It is not that we have to

raise this question only with the Pakistani administration or Government – this could

and perhaps should also be raised in the international forum (with the UN). This is

perhaps more serious than what people of Israel are doing in Palestine, because of

the sheer difference in population. In the case of Hindus in Pakistan, it is important

to note that the percentage of Hindus is just barely about 2 percent of Pakistan’s

population. It is not that we don’t have problems here in India, but we Indians do

speak up against it and the Hindus here are liberal. They stand with us, the Muslims.

However, the extent of hostilities is such in Pakistan that Muslims who probably

have suffered here in India, prefer staying here instead of going there. They realize

that even if there are problems here, there is justice that is given. The Human

Rights Commission there says that, at times there are police sponsored atrocities.

In effect, there seems to be no justice there and so they are coming here, into India.

It is very important for us to completely help them.

The other part of this issue is that this help is not provided. If two groups do not

coexist properly, then there can be hostilities. If these atrocities are to be stopped,
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then in my view our government should raise this issue at the international forum.

The manner in which Pakistan was created is itself wrong— to create a nation on

the basis of religion is completely wrong. Upon reading an idea in a book authored

by Madhav Godbole on the Hindustan-Pakistan partition I was surprised. Dr. Lohia

always used to say that a confederation should be made. He stated that when the

Partition happened, people were unaware as to where their village and settlement

would be. There was so much confusion, because of which many people were

killed on a large scale. Honour killings were also done on a large scale because

questions as to where the daughter of the house will go, or what if the women get

separated from the family, seemed to all be important questions at the point in time.

And for this, honour killings were done on a large scale among the Sikhs. A book

has been released about the same.

Shri Hussain Dalwai (continued): All these issues should be in the knowledge of

the government. I don’t think this is a question of just Hindu-Muslim, this is a question

of humanity. We need to adopt big steps, only then we will all get relief. Sir, I am a

Muslim - a minority in India and I feel that the Hindus in Pakistan should live and be

treated in the way I live and am treated here in India. And it cannot be stressed

enough that this is the responsibility of Pakistan.  I have full freedom to move freely

here Even if there is a riot in Maharashtra, I visit the place alone and not with the

police; nobody does anything against me. I wish that a similar situation should

prevail everywhere. It would be a good thing if the US, which always seems to side

with Pakistan, raises its voice at present. We should take advantage of this and

raise this question at an international level. This is my submission.

Thank you. Jai Bharat.

The Vice-Chairman (Dr. E.M. Sudarsana Natchiappan):  Shri Shivanand Tiwari.

You have 5 minutes.

Shri Shivanand Tiwari (Bihar): Thank you Vice-Chairman Sir. I think I disagree

with the manner in which things were put by Balbir Punj sahab. I disagree because

I don’t think that this should be seen from the perspective of Hindu-Muslim. It is a

misfortune that after the partition of this country Pakistan could never become a
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nation as such. We remember that when Pakistan came into existence, terrible

riots took place immediately against the Ahmedia people. Fanatical Muslim groups

said that Ahmedia people are not Muslims. Pakistan government then made a Judicial

Commission to determine who a ‘true Muslim’ would be. For approximately 3-4

years the Commission held discussions on this, took evidence from different groups

but it did not determine who the real Muslims were and the Commission closed its

documentation. You must remember that the former Prime Minister of Pakistan,

Liyakat Ali, the most influential leader after Muhammad Ali Jinnah was killed in 1951.

Similarly Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was hanged there and Benazir Bhutto was shot dead. In

this way Pakistan never became a nation. In recent years, the increase of influence

of the fundamentalists has led to the death of 35-40 thousand people in Pakistan.

Invariably, most of the 35-40 thousand people who have been killed are Muslims.

Today, the situation is that the people in Baluchistan are demanding secession

from Pakistan. The different kabilais (tribes) of the north-west frontier still remember

how Mohammad Akbar Bugti, a magnificent personality was killed by a missile by

the Pakistan Government when Pervez Musharraf was the President. The situation

of Pakistan is very appalling. Therefore, we must not see this issue from the Hindu-

Muslim perspective. This is the very perspective that led to the partition of our country

before Independence.

At times, we feel that the history of partition of our country should be rewritten. The

demand for a separate nation for Muslims was raised in the Muslim League

Conference held in 1940 in Lahore. However, in the Hindu Mahasabha Conference

held in 1937 V.D. Savarkar proposed the two nation theory which was supported by

Lala Lajpat Rai. In this country Hindus and Muslims are two different communities

and a wing of Hindus has been convinced that this country belongs only to the

Hindus. They have been saying that people of other communities living here have

to live as secondary citizens and the Muslims have always been worried as to how,

in Independent India with the majority always comprising of Hindus, their rights

would be protected.

Uttar Pradesh had a very big role in the country’s partition. During the 1934 elections,

Congress and the Muslim League contested as unofficial alliance partners. It was
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understood that after the elections they would form the Government together. Apart

from a few things, there was no difference in the election manifestos of the Congress

and the Muslim League that represented the Muslims. Before the elections Congress

was not sure of its majority, but after elections Congress got the majority. There

could have been a coalition Government of Congress and Muslim League but they

didn’t agree to that. Maulana Azad in his book ‘India Wins Freedom’ wrote that

Chaudhary Khalik Juma and Mirza Nawab Ismail agreed to unite with the Congress

to get into the Ministry, but the situation with Jawaharlal Nehru as the Prime Minister

at that time, was such that either both got in together, or neither. Consequently,

neither was taken in. Malauna Azad has apparently said that if both of them had

been included in the Cabinet then, probably Pakistan would not have been created

and the power of the Muslim League would have collapsed then and there. Hence,

I feel that the history of country’s partition should be rewritten to know who had a

role in it.

Therefore, I conclude with the request that the minorities in Pakistan whether Hindus,

Christians or those communities of Muslims that are not considered as ‘Muslims’,

those who are tortured by various means, those whose places of worship are

attacked, those whose ceremonies are attacked, those who get killed and those

who therefore want to come to India should be given refuge in India. We should

strongly make a consensus at international level and pressurize Pakistan that it

should protect minorities there.

Shri Balbir Punj : I just want to add one point to this debate. Shri Shivanand Tiwari

has gone back in history till 1937 to tell how the foundation of partition was laid. I

want to take him further back to the year 1888 when for the first time Sir Syed gave

an address in Meerut. In it he said that Hindus and Muslims could never coexist.

Shri Naresh Agrawal (Uttar Pradesh) : I condemn this thing that the parties which

are not taking part in this discussion and have left the House. I wish to say that if this

was not taken as a Hindu-Muslim issue and was taken as an issue in terms of

Hindustani or citizenship or humanity then it would have been much better. If question

of minorities ever came up in this whole world, then Samajwadi Party and its leader
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Shri Mulayam Singh have always supported minorities. Atrocities are not only being

inflicted on (minority) Hindus, but also on Muslims who migrated from this country

to Pakistan. They are considered as muhajirs and get step-motherly treatment.

This is a serious matter and I feel that if the Government becomes weak then, the

people of the country would be troubled and those who have left the country for

other places would also be troubled. Our Prime Minister’s family knows this pain as

they had lived in Pakistan.

The people who migrated to Pakistan are mostly from Uttar Pradesh, Punjab,

Haryana, Bengal and Bihar. Today, whatever is happening in Pakistan is not a work

of humanity… (Interruption).

BJP people express their views from a different notion; Muslims were never

communal. I do not agree with the points raised in Punj j’s address; I object to it —

(Interrruption)

(The Vice-Chairman (Dr. E.M. Sudarsana Natchiappan) in the Chair)

Shri Vinay Katiyar : (Clarifying) Punj ji has only said that after partition the Muslims

who were left in India, today they have equal rights and we are secular. Those who

are in Pakistan, they are being mistreated. … (interruption)..

Shri Naresh Agarwal :  Sir, after the war of 1965, Tashkent Agreement and Shimla

Pact were signed. Whenever the Prime Minister of Pakistan made a visit to India,

we had discussions with him but, did our Government ever raise this issue with

them? When Lal Bahadur Shashtri concluded the Tashkent Agreement, he died

saying that the whole country stood against him and he could not overcome this

trauma. It is necessary that the Foreign Minister clearly states that strong initiatives

are being taken to stop atrocities against minorities in Pakistan.

This discussion would only be logical when some strong steps are taken. Sarabjit,

an Indian national, was lodged in Pakistan jail. We have not been able to get him

released till now. On one side, many of our people are locked in Pakistan jails and
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on the other side, we are spending great unknown amounts of money on Kasab.

The atrocities in Pakistan would not stop if stringent steps are not taken. I am

talking about four articles (5, 6, 7, 8) of the Constitution of our country.

Respected Minister, Article 7 of our Constitution should be amended to bring back

those people who went to Pakistan from Hindustan, give them their citizenship

again and also give them the rights which are entitled to every citizen this country.

This is the only way to protect minorities from devastation in Pakistan…(Interruption).

Shri Naresh Agarwal: The people living there should be given the message that,

the Government in India is strong and that it is capable of taking a decision.

Thank you.

Vice-Chairman (Prof. P.J.Kurian): Shri Baishnab Parida, you have two minutes

time, you speak for three minutes.

Shri Baishnab Parida (Odisha): Vice-Chairman, Sir, I thank you very much for

allowing me to participate in this very important debate. At the outset, I want to say

that we in India, since our inception and formation as a Secular, Socialist Republic,

declared that we are against any sort of oppression, subjugation or discrimination

in the name of religion, race, caste and creed. So, we are against discrimination,

subjugation and repression of any section of people in any part of the world.

Sir, many eloquent speeches have been delivered while speaking on this subject.

The very division of India was not just based on religion; it was a political division.

Both Maulana Azad’s ‘India Wins Freedom’ and Dr. Lohia’s ‘Guilty Men of India’s

Partition’ have depicted that, it was a political division. So, it is not that the Muslim

League alone was responsible; but our Fundamentalists and many of our national

leaders were also responsible for this division. It was because of their mistakes

that both Hindus and Muslims are suffering. What was a historical blunder has to

be solved in the present civilized world.

Digressing slightly for a moment, let us introspect. Even though Pakistan has

declared ‘Islam’ as their national religion and India is a secular country, religious
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riots take place here too. Untouchability is still practiced in our villages; one section

of the people is discriminated against the other; oppression of Dalits still exists

after 64 years of Independence and 14 crores of Dalits are treated as ‘untouchables’.

What is this? Is this not violation of human rights? Definitely, I am against the

fundamentalists of Pakistan who are oppressing the Hindus. But at the same time,

I felt ashamed of my country when the Godhra massacre took place.

These issues must be tackled in an international forum. Also, through bilateral

discussions with Pakistan we must try and make sure that Hindus are not

discriminated and oppressed in Pakistan, and that their religious rights must be

upheld by the Government of Pakistan. At the same time, it is our duty to provide

them with all facilities to live here with all dignity, safety and equal rights. Thank you

very much, Sir…(Interruption)

Dr. Bharatkumar Raut : When such incidents happen in other countries we send

planes and ships to bring refugees from there. Why don’t we do the same thing to

the Hindu community in Pakistan and give them an honorable status. I am against

taking all these issues to the United Nations – it leads to only many discussions and

no conclusive action. We should be courageous to take action against the atrocities

suffered by the 450 Hindu and 110 Sikh families living there. It is possible to address

this question only if we have courage. This courage is not present in our

Government…(interruption)… Thank you.

Shri Avinash Rai Khanna (Punjab) : Sir, I am raising this issue with much pain. I

wrote the first letter to our Prime Minister and to Shri S.M. Krishna ji about things

happening with minorities in Pakistan. Sir, our Gurudwaras for Sikhs is a place for

live guru. The cooking of meat in one of the Gurudaras in Pakistan really hurt me

and so I immediately wrote a letter to the Prime Minister. Similarly, Shri Bishan

Singh, one of our businessmen who migrated to Lahore was threatened to be killed

if he didn’t pay a particular ransom. I also wrote to Shri S.M. Krishna ji…about the

incident where four doctors were killed, all on the same day, because they belonged

to the minority. One more event which shocked the whole nation was the case of

Rinkal Kumari. Rinkal Kumari was a Hindu and was kidnapped and forced to marry
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against her wishes. When her parents filed a writ in Supreme Court, she was

produced in the Court. There, she stated that she was coerced but had not accepted

Islam; she wanted to stay Hindu. For this, she was threatened that her family would

be wiped out. Her grandfather was killed. The very next day, when she was produced

in the Court, Rinkal Kumari answered that she wanted to live as a good wife and

that she had accepted Islam. This is not only the story of Rinkal Kumari; every

month about 25 girls are kidnapped and forced to shun their religion and get converted

to Islam.

Sir, the incidents narrated by displaced people in Amritsar, Jalandhar, Khanna and

Rajpura make me wonder whether those who live in Pakistan are inhabitants of this

modern world. Somebody told me about an incident where their daughter was very

bright in studies and stood first every year. She was threatened by one of the Muslim

girls to leave her studies. However, she continued her studies and when the Muslim

girl complained to her brother about this, the minority girl was kidnapped, converted

to Islam and forced to get married...(Interruption)….

 In another incident, the father of an MBBS student received a letter threatening to

kill his son if he did not pay a ransom. He paid the money, though he received only

his son’s dead body.

It is unfortunate that Indian Government never reacts at any time. I want to know

how many times did the Foreign Minister on hearing about such incidents, call the

Ambassador of Pakistan and ask him as to why the section of minority living there

are facing this injustice? I wish that an all party delegation should visit Pakistan to

boost the courage of minorities, to increase the feeling of security among them and

tell them that India and the Government of India is standing with them.

Our Government here does not provide water, power, and housing facility to live.

Nor does it provide education to people who migrate from Pakistan; even if they are

able to get the connection, the connection is cut. If they apply for a

passport…(Interruption)…. Earlier charges for a passport under Section 5 (1) were

Rs. 200, today it has been increased to Rs.5500. Under Section 5 (1) (C) the charges

were Rs.700 and now it is Rs.10,000…(Interruption); under Section 5 (B) charges
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of Rs. 200 has been increased to Rs. 3,250; under Section 5 (E) it was Rs.2,200

earlier and now it has been increased to Rs. 15,250. This has been done to

discourage such applications so that they cannot become citizens here. The process

itself is also too long.

I wish that the rules to grant citizenship should be simplified. A strong message

should be sent to Pakistan stating that if there is injustice against any of the minorities,

then India through international pressure would insult Pakistan.

DR. M. S. GILL (PUNJAB) : The Partition is an event, greater than the invasions of

Changez Khan or Taimur. It continues to affect all of us; it is not a Hindu-Muslim

matter. Partition is history and we have accepted it; but we also have to understand

as to what is going on in our neighbourhood.

Sikhs were driven out or left Pakistan, during Partition. There were only about 6000

of them left; some were left in the Frontier because Pathans used to have honorable

hold there. They were offered protection by the Pathans, so they stayed back, and

now remained marooned. There is still a Gurudwara at Peshawar.

As per my guess, there were about eight to ten lakh Hindus, mainly in Sindh. In

Sindh, girls aged thirteen, fifteen, seventeen are just taken away. Pakistan’s liberal

press brings out these atrocities on girls. When they go to the police, they are kept

for six weeks and then produced at their convenience.

I have written on this issue to the various people of power in this country. I understand

that they are a sovereign country and there is only that much that the Minister and

the Prime Minister can do.

We believe that everywhere there would be people of God. When I visited Palestine

I gave them every signal of our sympathy. We must give our signal here also. We

are sensitive here and do not stand up and speak up, even within the limitations and

within the international codes.  The higher society of Pakistan, up to the President,

is appalled, but their society, in whichever way, is doing this; there is a history to all

this. In 1761, the Marathas, when they could have ruled India, got the biggest defeat
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in Panipat at the hands of Ahmad Shah Durrani. They were smashed due to bad

generalship of Baji Rao. They brought thousands and thousands of their ladies also

to a battlefield? This is history of 18th century Sikhs in India. This is not propaganda.

The women were taken away to Ghazni because they are an economic asset.

Even today, a woman or a girl is an economic asset there. They were either taken

away, given away or sold. How many of these thousands were pulled by Sikh Guerillas

of the 18th century and sent back to Maharashtra; this is history. Surely, we have a

right to say something to Pakistan in a civilized way or a private way. Sikhs in

Islamabad had mentioned that they could not get visa to go to Darbar Sahib, in

Amritsar, Punjab. That they cannot go to their own place of worship is oppression.

DR. M. S. GILL : Therefore, visas should be given easily and freely to the few

Hindus and Sikhs, who are left in Pakistan.

Shri Mohammad Adeeb (Uttar Pradesh) : Sir, the atrocities committed against

the minorities in Pakistan should be completely condemned. It is regretful that we

are taking it to Hindu-Muslim issue. In reality, there is no humanity left in that country.

The foundations for that nation were laid in such manner. When Gandhi ji said that

there would be democracy and secularism in this country and land would be

distributed, the kings and rich people said that this would not happen. At that time,

Savarkar announced his two-nation theory and Jinnah seconded it. The foundation

laid at that time in the name of religion should be erased from our memory now

because it was a fault. Pakistan which was made on the name of religion is a

witness that any nation made in the name of religion doesn’t work.

Today, only two nations - Israel and Pakistan exist in the name of religion. They do

not exist but only are visible so on surface level. At this time not in the name of

religion but in the name of humanity, Indian regime should intervene in this and say

that we would not tolerate this injustice in our neighbourhood. I was pained when

Punj ji said that Hindus there should be allowed to come. My brother, you should

have said on grounds of humanity open doors for all those who are victims and who

want to come, then see how many people are left in that country. If we keep our

doors open, then that nation would cease to exist. But today also we talk of
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Hindu-Muslim therefore they get an opportunity. Lohiya ji used to say that a federation

should be created. In my view, if federation cannot be formed, our Foreign Minister

should make federation of all the nations in our vicinity so that victims get justice

and India is involved in that. Those people who are very pained today, I want to tell

them that at times please see us also and do not do Gujrat here once again. Do not

do anything so that we also get an opportunity.

We will say again proudly that saare jahaan se achha Hindositaan hamaara (Our

India is better than this whole world). We are proud and today only this resolution

should not get passed, infact respected Minister should take such decision by which

all those who are suffering should live in the same manner as we do here. Gill sahib

said a good thing now that there are still some good people there who are also

pained in their heart and they also realize that they are committing atrocities. We

should establish contact with them and should make such effort wherein we can

explain them that the manner in which a big secular Hindu community protects us

you should also give a chance to your brothers who are left behind and who are

less in numbers than you. I would want that this resolution should be passed

necessarily and Pakistan should be informed of this so that there is some way out

and our minorities are safe there in the same manner in which we are here in this

country. Thank you.

Shri Om Prakash Mathur (Rajasthan) : Vice-Chairman Sir, I would like to associate

with earlier speakers and discuss some different things. I come from a state whose

borders are touching our neighbouring country. I recently went on a tour in our

border areas. I approximately traveled 40 Kms with BSF jawaans. There were 8

posts of Rangers on the other side. On one side our BSF jawaans were monitoring

alertly and on the other side those posts were lying empty. When I asked the reason

for it I was told that these are made just for show. When there is dust storm then

people living on borders in Pakistan try to enter in our border by taking advantage of

that. Therefore these posts are lying vacant.

Sir, I come from Rajasthan and there those people came who are SC/ST or of

bheel community. They have no facilities there. I remember that in 2005 they were
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given citizenship and after that no one was given citizenship. After 1990, 30,000

people migrated to Rajasthan alone of which someone’s husband was left behind,

someone’s mother was left behind, and someone’s brother was left behind. That

means family has been separated.

Shri Om Prakash Mathur (continued) : They came for some other work but now,

neither they have amenities to go back nor they can live here. I want to request

Foreign Minister through you that after all they have come here, so can’t we declare

them refugees? Being a Pakistani citizen they are harassed by police, soldiers and

law. Neither they can go there, nor can they live here.

Sir, as far as the question of atrocities is there, whole house has expressed its

feelings in front of you. I want to tell you what happened few months ago in a place

which is centre of our faith. I want that this issue should not be a divisive one

between Hindu and Muslim. When we have urs mela in our place in Ajmer, every

year thousands of tourists arrive and with all vigour administration and people of

Ajmer welcome them. But on the other side, you must have seen our Hinglaj Mata

Mandir which is a centre of faith for us. Few days ago the chief priest there was

kidnapped and was killed and thrown away. Sir, I want to tell you that many a times

meetings happen- at the level of Prime Minister, at the level of Foreign Minister, at

the level of officials. But whether this thing is also discussed that what kind of

atrocities are happening with the minorities? Till today there is no such thing called

as minority cell. My friends told us now that how a girl gave her statement by coming

to court. The minority cell there accepted that every month 20-25 girls are kidnapped.

I want to know the same that can’t we raise these subjects on governmental level?

Will we never make an effort to know what kinds of atrocities are being committed

against the minorities there? I want to thank Dalwai sahib who has raised this issue

with all seriousness.

We are proud that for 64 years there is a 15 point program for the minorities under

the Prime Ministership. Was any such program implemented in Pakistan which

ensured that there is a system for the minorities? Do such things ever form a part

of discussion there? Discussions would be done only on other issues and minority
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people living there keep suffering. The Indian Government should include migrants

from Pakistan in the category of refugees and should ensure that special facilities

are available to them. The pain of being uprooted from our roots is very deep. This

agony can be felt either by a leaf separated from its tree or a bird dispossessed

from its nest. Therefore, it is necessary that we bring them under the category of

refugees. Thank you.

Shri Tarun Vijay (Uttarakhand)  : Sir, it is due to hatred in Pakistan that all minorities

are becoming victims of barbarity. Recently in Pakistan, 18 Shias were dragged out

of a bus in Peshawar and shot. Nobel Prize winner Abdul Salam could not get a

priest there for his funeral because he was Ahmedi. Certain courageous columnists,

writers and journalists like Marwi Sarmad and Mariyana Babar are those who speak

first when atrocities are committed against minorities specially Hindus. There is a

Jinnah Institute in Pakistan which has a report on Hindus whose introductory page

says: “Our temples are being vandalized and women being raped. Atrocities against

us are increasing day-by-day. We won’t get permanent jobs unless we convert to

Islam. In Pakistan, we are subjected to persecution and have to live our daily lives in

fear. This is the first space which is quoting a Hindu from Umerkot, Sindh.”

The Hindu women there cannot use a bindi in market place or in their homes. They

cannot wear mangalsutras. Recently, when I made a visit to Pakistan I wanted to

visit a temple, but nobody could show me a temple during my 6 day visit. In majority

of the plays that are available there, Hindus are portrayed as cartoon comedians

and are told to be of sleazy character. There are CDs and films that taunt Hindu

women; I have 50 such CDs as evidence. The women there are afraid to use

mangalsutra, teeka or sindur even in their homes and it is visible even in their

marriage albums. 80 percent of atrocities are committed against the people of

Scheduled Castes. In the census, Hindus are shown separately and people of

Scheduled Castes are not included; they are counted in a separate column. A landlord

was buried in the ground up to the waist and gashed on the different parts of his

torso with a sharp-edged object. Then, he was pulled out and an attempt was made

to burn him to death; he was burnt alive. In another case three brothers who were

doctors were shot in Shikarpur and nobody has been held for that. Ram Singh
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Sodha had to leave his home with his family...(Interruption). Simran, a 13 year old

was abducted in Baluchistan and was forcefully converted to Islam. Rinkal Kumari

was abducted, forcefully converted and was married off. She was neither supported

by the Supreme Court nor by the police. Lakhmichand, an 82 year old who is a

mahant was abducted; his only fault was that he was a Hindu. India and the

Government should raise its voice and support good columnists there, because

they are raising the voice of minorities with courage.

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS (SHRI S.M. KRISHNA) : Hon.

Vice-Chairman, Sir, I treat this debate with the utmost respect. First, I will try to spell

out the Government of India’s position in general terms and later about a couple of

prevailing issues.

There is an imperative need for India and Pakistan to live as good neighbours and

that is possible only when Pakistan subscribes to the concept of ‘good neighbourly

relationship.’ Earlier, the honorable Prime Minister has made it abundantly clear

that for a clap it needs two hands and there is nothing like a one-handed clap, and

we look forward for Pakistan’s cooperation in solving a number of bilateral issues.

Those issues have been bugging us since the two nations – India and Pakistan –

came into being and we have not been able to solve every problem; but from the

Indian side the effort has always been such that it would prove beneficial for both

India and for Pakistan. We have consistently conveyed to Pakistan that for peace,

progress and prosperity in our two countries, in the region and in the extended

region of our neighbourhood, it is imperative for Pakistan to fulfill its solemn

commitment of not allowing its territory to be controlled or to be used for fomenting

terrorism against India.

In the last few years, it has come to our notice and we have brought it to the notice

of Pakistan that, forces which are hostile and which at times are inimically disposed

towards India, are going scot-free in Pakistan and carrying on a hate-India-campaign.

It has been conveyed to Pakistan that this is not going to help in bettering

India-Pakistan relations.

With reference to the issue of treatment of minorities in Pakistan, I wish to inform
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that the Government has, from time to time, come across reports on the problems

faced by members of minority communities in Pakistan. Incidents of persecution,

intimidation, conversion of minority communities, have also been reported. Recently,

in separate incidents, three Hindu girls in Sindh province, after being forcibly

converted to Islam, were married against their will to Muslim men. This issue is a

matter of grave concern to the Government, to the people of India and to this

august House.

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD : Similar to the Government of India taking a position

with regard to the Tamil minority in Sri Lanka by conveying its concern to the

Government of Sri Lanka, does the Government of India propose to convey its

strong concern and disapproval to the Government of Pakistan?

SHRI S. M. KRISHNA :  We certainly will. Well, I am myself going to Pakistan. It is

on the cards. I would be expressing the sentiments of the august House, I would

certainly convey it to my counterpart. So, this august House need not have any

doubts about its.

SHRI NARESH AGRAWAL : Can you convey the message to Pakistan that if they

cannot protect the interests of the minorities there, we will have no relations with

them, whatsoever?

SHRI S. M. KRISHNA : Well, how we express our concern is a matter to be decided

by the Government which is in power. When you come here, then, perhaps, you

can pursue that line. (Interruptions)

Actually, and factually, on the 8th of May, we have conveyed to the Pak High

Commission, to one of the senior functionaries, about our concerns about that

incident which I mentioned. In the past, we have also seen reports of kidnapping

and killing of members of the minority communities and desecration and

encroachment of their places of religious worship in Pakistan. A number of Members

did raise this point about safeguarding the places of religious worship. It is the

responsibility of the Government of Pakistan to discharge its Constitutional

obligations towards its citizens including those from the minority community. While
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the Shimla Agreement of 1972 between India and Pakistan specifically provides for

non-interference in each other’s internal affairs, nevertheless, based on reports of

persecution of minority groups in Pakistan, the Indian Government has taken up the

matter with the Government of Pakistan. The Government of Pakistan stated that it

was fully cognizant of the situation and they have conveyed their assurance that

the welfare of all sections, all citizens, particularly the minority community is their

concern. According to a Government of Pakistan press release, President of Pakistan

has taken a serious note of the reports of kidnapping of a Hindu girl from Mirpur

Mathello, Ghotki district in Sindh and allegedly being forced by some influential people

of the area to convert and, called for a report from the Provincial Government of

Sindh. The President of Pakistan has also called for transparent and expeditious

investigations in the matter and to take action in accordance with the law, regardless

of the influence and status of anyone involved in the criminal activity. Several

Members of Parliament, NGOs and civil society in Pakistan itself have also

expressed grave concern on the incident and called for implementation of laws to

protect the rights of the minority community in that country.

In November, 2011, on the killing of three Hindu doctors in Sindh, the President of

Pakistan had called for a report on the incident and directed immediate arrest of the

people responsible for the killing. He had also said that it was the moral and legal

responsibility of the Government to protect members of the minority community

against vandalism and atrocities.

In August, 2011, while speaking on the occasion of the ‘Minorities Day’ in Pakistan,

Prime Minister Yusuf Raza Gilani said, “Unfortunately, some extremist elements

with a view to advancing their own narrow and bigoted agendas have targeted the

minorities. The Government, however, stands fully committed to foil the designs of

these extremist elements. The perpetrators of the crime against the minority

community anywhere in Pakistan must be brought to justice and they will be.”

SHRI S. M. KRISHNA : While it is our hope that the Government of Pakistan will

discharge its Constitutional duties towards the minority communities in view of the

purely humanitarian nature of this issue, we appeal to the people and Government
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of Pakistan to take all possible steps to protect the Constitutional rights of their

minorities by ensuring their safety, security and well-being.

It has come to our notice that some Pakistani nationals belonging to minority

communities in Pakistan, mainly Hindus and Sikhs, who come to India on Groups

Pilgrim Visa have not gone back to Pakistan on the grounds of religious persecution

in Pakistan. Representations have been received, requesting for allowing extension

of visas of such Pakistani nationals, and also for permitting them to apply for long-

term visas. Grant of citizenship to foreign nationals is done as per the provisions of

the Citizenship Act of 1955, depending on the number of years spent in India or on

other factors, like marriage to an Indian national, foreigner being of Indian origin,

etc. Section 5(1)(A) to (G) govern the process of citizenship by registration. So, if

they want to apply for citizenship, then, they will have to go through this process,

which has been prescribed by the Act of Parliament.

The Revised Bilateral Visa Agreement is to be signed during the forthcoming Home

Secretary level talks. This will facilitate and liberalize travel between the two

countries. Some of the salient features are: entries in number of cities to be visited

by them; senior citizens and children visas on arrival; introduction of group tourist

visa; introduction of business visas; bilateral protocol on visit to religious shrines

are being revised.

This is a very sensitive and delicate issue and especially when dealing with a country

with which we have to live in harmony, with which we have to live with good standing

and cordial relationship, the Government will have to be very cautious in its approach.

We can only hope that Pakistan will see the path of reason and then continue to

help us in bettering our relationship…(Interruption).

SHRI BALBIR PUNJ : First of all, when people belonging to the minority class

apply for visas, the usual bureaucratic procedures cannot be applied; we have to

be a bit more liberal to them. Secondly, when they come here and seek refuge, we

have a historical responsibility towards them and therefore granting them citizenship

should not be caught up in the usual red tape. We will have to go an extra mile in

offering comfort to those people who have escaped religious persecution.
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I want to bring to your notice a restaurant called ‘Cuckoo Nest’ in the heart of Lahore

City, just behind the Red Fort there. This is a four-storied structure; each floor of

this restaurant has broken and disfigured statues of Hindu gods and goddesses,

Jain Tirthankars and Mahatma Buddha. I had written to the then Prime Minister,

Choudhury Sujat Hussain about the same. With this regard, I received telephone in

response from him saying that this will be remedied. Yet, the statues of the Hindu

gods and goddesses, Jain Tirthankars and Mahatma Buddha are still lying there in

a disfigured condition.  It is very insulting and hurting. The least they can do is to ask

the owner to remove those vandalised statues.

SHRI S.M. KRISHNA: I certainly can take up this question when I take up the issue

of protection and safety of the minorities, their rights and the obligations, which is

incumbent on the Government of Pakistan.

SHRI JAVED AKHTAR (NOMINATED): Vice-Chairman Sir, first I would like to say

that my maiden speech will have something to do with this Bill under consideration,

which in turn has something to do with the music industry. My relationship with

music is like a farmer’s relationship with agriculture or a lawyer’s relationship with

judiciary. So, I hope it will not be considered as any kind of conflict of interest.

The people trapped over there were Indians only 65 years ago. There is no difference

between them and the Indians in Angola. It’s our duty that we think about them with

all seriousness. What we hear is about an individual and about an incident, incident

and an individual are very common; there is mind behind it, there is ideology behind

it, there is thinking behind it, there is mindset behind it. What is the mindset of

Pakistan? We are asking a country, which was filled with hatred in its foundation

itself, a country which was created due to hatred, to treat its minority in a proper

way! If it treats its minority well, if it considers every human as human, if it regards

every citizen equal, then why Pakistan was made?

There is a sher of mine:

Meri buniyaadon mein koi tedh thi,

Apni dewaaron ko kya ilzaam doon?

[It was my foundation that was faulty…how can I accuse my walls?]
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The foundation of that country is faulty and you are asking them to straighten up

their walls — how is this possible? These walls will break down and nothing else

can happen. This wall came down in 1971 and it will happen again. It is politically

correct to say that “we want a stable Pakistan”. I do not want a stable Pakistan. I do

not want it because it is not possible, it is beyond any possibility. The base on which

it is built can never be stable.

The Vice-Chairman (Dr. E.M. Sudarsana Natchiappan) in Chair

In Baluchistan, the chief of BLA had issued an edict two years ago, that “any Hindu,

any Christian, any Parsi is most welcome in Baluchistan but, we won’t accept any

Punjabi Muslim or any other Urdu speaking Muslim i.e muhajirs” That much for the

religious identity. Earlier when Pakistan was being formed all were Muslim. But

then it started that the Ahmedia were not Muslims, Kadiyani were not Muslims…and

now they are saying that Shias are not Muslims; this is the level of importance given

to the religious identity. There are two tendencies in life, one is to accept and the

other is to reject. When a person treads the path of rejecting things then he continues

on that path. There is no limit to it. This sher is by a big shaayar from Pakistan only:

“tumhari tehzeeb apne khanjar se aap hi khudkhushi kare,

Jis shaakhe naazuk par aashiyaana banega na paaydaar”

[If you make your nest on a weak branch, it is bound to fall. It is a weak branch and

nations are not formed on the basis of religion.]

We should also learn this lesson in our country that if we build nation on the basis

of religion, this will happen. Nations are built with culture, with love, with acceptance.

There are many things which are different from each other, but if you are united,

only then a nation is created.

I am proud to say that I belong to a country where not only have I many times given

statement against right wing organizations, but when I need copyright or legal advice

if I happen to approach a lawyer who is a part of or sympathises with right wing

organizations, he still listens to me in a professional capacity helps me in

that degree.
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 This is India! India is where, when I go to Agra and see the Taj Mahal, and ask who

had crafted those leaves, they show me boys sitting in a line, making sangmarmar

leaves. They inform me that a Jain temple is being built in Gujarat. When I asked

their names it came out that they are all Muslims. This is India! What these people

would do? What do they know? They are all frogs in a well and will stay there

forever. They have no future. I am saying this with sadness and I am not happy.

There were very good people in Pakistan.

Faiz Ahmed Faiz was from Pakistan and there are many others who think like him,

but they are in the minority and are weak. There is no one who will listen to them.

The common people over there are also good. They want to see Indian films, listen

to Indian songs, are impressed by the industry in India, impressed with the

democracy of India, but they cannot do anything. The people who have power in

their hands, who have army in their control, who have the jagirdaari in their hands

did not end the jagirdaari system (landlords/feudalism). The loot is still on. When

you are looting a society with no human rights, and no equality, then you need a

philosophy to cover it and that philosophy which they adopted was that of their

religion. But under this philosophy in reality, there are strong undercurrents of

economic exploitation. And with this, people are exploited/ harassed with one excuse

or the other. The wheel of history moves by itself. Our Ambassadors can go there

and their Ambassadors can come here and have discussions; but if Ambassadors

could change the world by taking decisions then what’s better than that? This is the

wheel of time and it breaks wrong cultures, so we should wait for that.





Man of Peace Indeed 

-  Balbir Punj

It is absurd to describe the Prime Minister of Pakistan as a ‘man of peace’. But

who will explain this to Manmohan Singh?

The Prime Minister has done it for a third time now. The last time Mr Manmohan

Singh praised his Pakistani counterpart it was at Sharm el-Sheikh in Egypt. At the

recent SAARC summit in Maldives, the Prime Minister repeated the showline and

called Mr Gilani a “man of peace”.

Mr Singh’s basic reason for placating Pakistan is that the civilian administration

in Islamabad is not supportive of terror groups and ,therefore, should be strengthened

so that it may stand up to the latter’s political blackmail and its jihadi cries for

extremism. But is this differential really valid when Pakistan’s close ally, the US, is

now saying that the establishment is indeed nurturing many jihadi organisations

and that terror strikes are part of its strategic policy?

The certificate Mr Singh has given to the Pakistani Prime Minister sounds hollow

when, only a day after his assertion, the continuing harassment of the minority

Hindu population in Pakistan came into sharp focus with the killing of three well-

known Hindus in the Sindh Province.

It is in the Sindh Province that the Hindus, though considerably reduced in

number, are still prominent in certain professions like medicine and law. It is worthy

to note that the killers had chosen the festival of Eid-ul-Adha to carry out the murders.

Armed Bhayyo tribesmen reportedly broke into the clinic of a certain Ajit where two
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of his relations, who were businessmen, were also present. They shot all three of

them and also critically wounded a doctor.

The incident could have been dismissed as an isolated one but, unfortunately,

there is a long history of such killings, as well as the intimidation of Hindus and their

forcible conversion to Islam. The result: “Every month a Hindu family leaves for

neighbouring India. Insecurity, killings, kidnappings and forcible conversion of women

to Islam are the major causes”, as described by Mohammed S Solanki in Pakistan

Hindu Post last March, quoting prominent Pakistani politician Jaipal Chabria.

This is not just a passing accusation. The Human Rights Commission of

Pakistan has noted that, “Every year about 300 Hindu girls are abducted and

converted to Islam against their will in Sindh province alone.” Indeed, the Hindu

population of Pakistan has steadily declined. The 1941 Census showed the Hindu

population of the area that subsequently became Pakistan as 19.69 million. In 2001,

it was a mere 1.84 million as against the Muslim population of 181.723 million. In

Bangladesh, too, the share of Hindu population has dropped from 30 to 10 per cent

during the same period.

For the edification of Mr Singh who continues to peddle his pet theory that the

civilian administration of Pakistan needs to be supported because it is against

extremism, he would do well to read the several reports emanating from Washington,

DC about the true nature of Pakistani society.

For all practical purposes, Pakistani society is one that has been wholly

radicalised and routinely engages in India-baiting and Hindu-hating activities. It

justifies violence through an officially sponsored sustained campaign of hatred.

In fact, antagonism forms the main theme of its education system which is on

much the same lines of how Adolf Hitler taught the Germans to hate the Jews.

“Textbooks in Pakistani schools foster hatred and intolerance of minorities, the Hindus

in particular, and teachers view this group as enemies of Islam,” a US Government

report has noted. The report further goes on to point out the grave dangers of teaching

such intolerance and glorifying violence: “The teaching of discrimination increases
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the likelihood that violent religious extremism will continue to grow, weakening

religious freedom, national and religious stability and global security. Hindus are

repeatedly described as eternal enemies of Islam. Hindu culture and society is

portrayed as unjust and cruel, while Islam is portrayed as just and peaceful.”

In India, anyone writing even a single article that could possibly promote

communal hatred is liable to face prosecution. Similarly, in the electoral arena, any

candidate preaching communal hatred is liable to be disqualified — and rightly so.

The question then is, how could our Prime Minister, whose Government is obliged

by law to prosecute anyone promoting communal hatred, call his counterpart of a

country that continues to officially preach such communal hatred, “a man of peace”?

This year, one of the most prominent victims of the religious extremism in

Pakistan was the powerful Governor of Punjab, Salman Taseer. He was killed by

his own bodyguard for demanding that Pakistan scrap its harsh blasphemy laws.

Taseer’s murderer has since been feted by jihadi groups while lawyers came in

droves to defend him. Meanwhile, Taseer’s family was hard pressed to find a single

lawyer who would present the deceased’s case in court.

Finally, when the court sentenced Taseer’s assassin to death, the judge who

handed down the sentence had to seek protection and has since fled the country.

Another Member of Parliament who had, like Taseer, suggested a moderation of

the law, has also had to withdraw her proposal.

These developments were followed by the murder of Saleem Shahzad, an

investigative journalist who exposed the ISI and the Army’s links with terror outfits.

No less a man than the then chairman of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mike

Mullen, reportedly disclosed that Shahzad’s murder was sanctioned by the Pakistani

Government.

So, how does one explain this mindless placation of Pakistan by Mr Singh? Is

it a part of the Congress’s general policy to appease extremist Muslim leaders in

India to secure the party’s lost vote- bank, especially in Uttar Pradesh? Crucial

Assembly polls are due in the State and the party’s heir apparent has started the

election campaign already.



The type of treatment minority groups get in several other Muslim majority

countries is also well-known. In Saudi Arabia, for instance, even carrying any

scriptural literature other than the Quran is punishable by law. Public display of

religious processions by non-Muslims is also prohibited by law in most Islamic

countries

In Europe, the continent’s liberal environment has been threatened by Islamic

orthodoxy which is the result of a surge in immigration of African Muslims. Periodically,

the local police have nabbed terrorist groups planning strikes against popular spots.

Such intolerance and a refusal to entertain any critical view are seen amongst

extremist Muslim leaders in our country as well.

The manner in which an exhibition of the Quran organised by Ahmadiya Jamaat

India in Delhi was shut down is one of the most recent examples of such rising

levels of religious fanaticism. The intolerance of minorities is also evident in Jammu

& Kashmir from where Kashmiri Pandits have been thrown out to live in tents in

Jammu and Delhi.

The point is not that such extremism has a free run in some parts of the country.

The danger lies in the fact that many in the political establishment, particularly

members of certain parties like the Congress and the SP, support or tolerate such

extremism in the name of secularism.

Article published in The Pioneer (20 November, 2011)

  


